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Summary
A specialist in public law with considerable experience in a wide variety of actions. Anawar is
regularly instructed on many different types of cases, he is widely regarded as a “safe pair of
hands”, able to apply his knowledge and advocacy skills, to any scenario put to him.
Anawar is frequently instructed on the following types of cases;
Immigration
Over the years Anawar has dealt with all levels of Immigration and now has a focus on the
areas of Business Immigration, EU law as well as International Human Rights. Anawar has
developed a particular experience with regard to the Asian sub continent and East Africa.
Family
Extensive experience in Ancillary Relief
Civil & Commercial Litigation
Extensive experience in Injunctions, Property
Anawar is regularly invited to speak at seminars and debates domestically and abroad on
issues such as International Human Rights and Business Immigration as well as being a
regular invitee on international television networks debating these issues. Anawar has
written numerous articles which have been published in newspapers and magazines both in
the United Kingdom and abroad.
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In certain limited circumstances Anawar undertakes Direct Public Access work advising high
net worth individuals on complex financial arrangements. An example is where Grosvenor
Casinos, Ritz Casinos, Genting Casino’s, London Clubs International and Aspinall’s all
launched separate claims against his client Ahmed Ibrahim Al-Reyaysa of the United Arab
Emirates who had gambled £150 million over an 18 month period in 1 casino alone with an
estimate of total gaming of £800 million. Anawar’s assistance resulted in a positive outcome
for Mr Al-Reyaysa.
Anawar has also advised on the matters of a member of the Royal Family of Dubai on a
Direct Public Access basis.
Anawar is a Director of the British Bangladeshi Chamber of Commerce and also President of
the British Bangladeshi Practicing Barristers Association.

Languages
English, Bengali, Hindi and Urdu.
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